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Executive Summary 

A week and a half ago we narrowed the EW count down to two possibilities: 

 Major 2 underway, with SPX 2029 as intermediate a, SPX 2104 as intermediate b, and price now in 

intermediate c 

 Intermediate ii of Major 3 underway. 

We allocated 60/40% odds to both counts, and determined that “…the market now needs to rally back above 2085 

to firm this [the intermediate ii of major 3] count up.” The market did that a week ago and we were thus forced to 

flip those odds to 40/60%. Clearly and unfortunately we wrong in flipping those odds, as last Friday’s rally was a big 

fat fake b-wave . But, we’ll be the first to admit we make mistakes as that is how we learn from them. And the 

market decided, instead, to take the lower odds route… But, remember it is all about probabilities: a low 

probability doesn’t mean it won’t happen, it simple means the odds of it happening are low(er).  

The silver lining of it all is that with Friday’s close at SPX 2012 we can discard the intermediate ii of major 3 count. 

Hence, why it is struck through. We can now entirely focus on the major 2 count, which we already started to do 

earlier this week . 

Having reviewed all major indices in this update (SPX, DOW, NAZ, NDX, NYA, and WLSH) we now see that all 6 are 

aligned again and all 6 are at or very close to their ideal wave 2 retrace levels (50-61.8% retrace of prior major 1). 

Hence, major 2 is very close to finishing and we expect that to happen within the next 1-2 days. 

Market breadth has now dropped within our buy zone, and CPCE is once again above 0.90. In addition, the daily A.I. 

on all 6 market indices are very close to setting up for ideal buy signals. Our ideal major 2 zone has been SPX 2000 

+/- 20. Further fine-tuning our multiple-wave-degree Fib-extensions we can see a price low at either 2008 +/-2, or 

1995 +/-2. There’s an outside change of SPX 1970 +/- 5, but we find that much likely, based on the weight of the 

evidence when assessing all these factors, which are now all at levels from which important lows are made. 

 

Last week we wondered if had a buying opportunity (intermediate ii of major 3 

low). Clearly not…  Instead that buy opportunity is now knocking on our doors. 

Bears be cautious, Bulls be ready. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count (95% odds) 

The market took the none-preferred, 40% odds route this week, in stead of the preferred 60% odds route : yes 

that’s what probabilities are for. Low odds, doesn’t mean it can’t still happen. But, this instead gives us a much easier 

life as we can now focus on 1 count only! Yesss!!  

Over the past week we counted a Major 1 peak at SPX 2116, after a 5-wave rally from the SPX 1872 low, followed 

by an intermediate a low at SPX 2019, and an intermediate b high at SPX 2104. Since, we’ve tracked the market as 

being in intermediate c of Major 2, which is about complete. Ideal price targets based on intermediate, minor, 

minute and micro wave degrees all pointed to SPX 2008 +/- 2. We got there on Friday .  

Further analyses of the Fib-extensions does find another level of Fib-support: the 200% extension of minute a and 

the 1.618x extension of micro a, both from their respective b-wave highs. These extensions target exactly SPX 1997, 

and as such we set a price level range of SPX 1995 +/- 2 to give it all some wiggle room. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: Major 2 price targets 2008 +/- 2, 1995 +/- 2 
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SPX update 

The price only chart shows how on Friday price was brought down below the 2nd green support line (SPX 2020) and 

is now targeting the 3 resistance zone: SPX 2000-1975. We expect price to bottom here based on this chart as we 

also have support of the descending orange trend line, and support of the ascending dotted black trend line (green 

arrow). They intersect at SPX 1995-2000, thus exactly within our pinpointed target zone on the previous page using 

Fib-extensions of varying wave-degrees 

Bottom line: Support at SPX 1975-2000, with a pinpoint target of SPX 2000-1995 

Figure 2. SPX daily price-only chart: targeting SPX 1995-2000 
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All TIs on the daily chart are pointing down, wanting to see more downside. Price has dropped below all major trend 

lines over the past 2 days, and as such we expect lower prices. Note how the daily A.I. is now setting up for an 

upcoming ideal buy signal once all 3 lines are <20. See the red circles that compare the current set up with the prior 

2, each of which leading to >100p gains. The 50 and 61.8% retrace levels (typical for a 2nd wave) of all of Major 1 are 

at SPX 1993 and SPX 1963. The former fits exactly with the price targets shown on the previous two pages. The 

orange arrow shows the current price set up, as it is comparable with the prior price setups in late August and late 

September (blue and green arrows). As such we expect an “outside the lower BB day” soon followed by a big up day. 

Bottom line: the daily chart points towards more down. SPX 1993 is 50% retrace. 

Figure 3. SPX Daily TI chart: All TIs are pointing down. Price below all SMAs. Support at SPX 1993, 1975, 1963 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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The weekly chart has now 3 none-ideal A.I. sell, buy, and sell signals in a row: what a mess. All TIs are pointing down, 

wanting to see lower lows. Support is at SPX 1963, which is also where the 61.8% retrace of Major 1 resisdes, giving 

some credit to this level. However, using weekly candles, we can also see clear support at SPX 1995 (green arrows 

and green horizontal line), which adds another line of evidence to the SPX 1995 level.  

Bottom line: the weekly chart tuned bearish. Support at SPX 1995, 1963 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart: less-ideal A.I. sell signal, MACD continues to rise 

 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Other markets 

Here at A.I. we don’t only look at the SPX but we follow all major indices. This allows for a holistic view prone to less 

errors and guessing. Given the major –pun intended- inflection point the market is at, let’s look at the NAZ, NDX 

(shown on this page), DOW, NYA, and WLSH5000. Here we plotted the price only charts for the NAZ and NDX to 

reduce noise and look at what matters only: price! The first thing that struck us is the large bull-flag pattern that is 

forming on both indices. If we have interpreted this price patter correctly than both should gain ~20% in the coming 

months. Translated to the SPX that sets it at 2400.. Right in line with our long term price target of SPX 2300-2500 for 

Primary V!  Support is at $4900 and $4500 (~0.8% below current levels, which targets SPX 1995; bingo AGAIN! ) 

Figure 5. NAZ and NDX daily charts: bull flags forming!? 
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For those among us that may think a bull flag is bull S@#T, another pun intended, then take a look at last year’s 

bull flag that formed on the NDX, off the November low. It target NDX 4750 and the market topped at NDX 4700, 

in only 5 months after the bull-flag pattern was confirmed with a break out   

Figure 6: prior bullflag on NDX worked like a champ! 
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The WLSH5000 is the whole market and as such an index we track a lot. We can observe that all TIs are now oversold, 

and the A.I. is also here reaching an ideal set up (see late august and late september: red circles). The 62% retrace is 

at $20527, which is right at the S2 level ($20532) and also ~1% below current levels; in line with the NAZ and NDX 

targets. 

Figure 7:  WLSH5000 daily: 13 waves up, almost at 62% retrace and S2 ($20530 level) 

 

  

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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The daily NYA chart has the same story: all TIs are oversold, all TIs are pointing down, but here the A.I. has already 

reached the ideal buy setup with all 3 lines now <20 (see red circles). This should be a major buy signal. Price is right 

at the 61.8% extension but could make a stab to the S2 level ($9899), which is also ~1% below current levels. As such 

we maintain our SPX 2000 +/- 20 price target with an ideal of SPX 2000-1995. 

Figure 8:  NYA has closed the early October gap and is at 62% retrace/support.  

 

  

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Last, but not least, the daily DOW chart. Price could drop much lower here compared to the other indices, as also 

the A.I. is not as far along in it’s setup for a buy signal. However, a down/outside day would get it there. Note that 

price is now also at S/R: it found support here last month and resistance 2 months ago (green and orange arrows, 

with the orange box). Hence, also here a slightly lower pice for Major 2 is the most expected path forward. 

Figure 8:  DOW could drop more, based on Fib-retrace levels, but good support at $17,200 +/- 50 

 

  

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 
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Market breadth 

NYMO ended the week very negative, as such favoring the bears. But, with a reading at -80 it is now well within our 

ideal “buy zone” as evidenced over the past 15 months (Red circles), and bears should thus become very cautious. 

The low breadth reading is confirmed by Zweig breadth, which once again is below 40%: the level from which 

important lows are made. Hence, such low market breadth readings are actually (long term) bullish 

Bottom line: market breadth now at important bottoms imminent levels 

Figure 7. NYMO and ZBT now below their “buy zone” trigger levels (<-60 and <40%, respectively) 
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Miscellaneous 

Finally, a quick look at the CPCE and VIX. The former is also at “bottom imminent” levels with a close on Friday at 

0.92. The last few days have been very volatile, reminding us off the November 2011 and April 2012 major 2 and 

intermediate ii retraces (of Primary III), respectively. VIX finally broke out above the trend lines and closed just below 

the $25 level, which we also consider as the cut off from which important lows are made. With a close above the 

upper BB we will now track the VIX for its 3-step “buy the SPX” signal. Stay tuned. 

Figure 8. CPCE at bottom imminent level again. VIX just below $25, which is also cut off level for major corrections 
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